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On another occasion I re.ferred to a phrase once used by 
. . 

William James--Irthe moral equivalent of waru";-and suggested that it 

uncovered p<?ssibilities of thinking during war time, which it was 

impossible to neglect. Even if it were desirable to stop 'thinking of 

the world and its future because we are fighting, we can no more do, 

so than we can stop laughing or loving or enjoying life while life 

still goes on. It is interesting to note that according to a reGent 

stu~ published by the Twentieth Century Fund there are about 112 

organizations, public and private, that are engaged in same kind of 

post-war study. The sum of all our thinking has much'to do with 

the everyday world that we are constantly shaping, and out of which 

will some day emerge the new world that is to follow our victory. We 

can no more sit down and shape that new world, sit do~~ and plan it 

all out beautifully in blue prints and diagrams than we can arrange 

the pattern of our own individual lives. Those who try to live by the 

panacea of theoretical refor.m unrelated to the streaming forces of life 

are destined to float pretty quietly in the little ba~kwater5 that lie 

aside from the rush of the current. But ·that is not- to say that thinkers 

and dreamers and philosophers have not enormously influenced the shape 

of things, or to deny that Kant1 Aquinas, Einerson and Steinmetz have 

·not had a greater influence on our lives than Napoleon and Adol~- Hi~ler-

that is". in the ultimate run of hist'or:y-. 

We are engaged in fighting a war for democracy. To all of 

us the word COl1.t.J.otes certain ac'cepted as sumpt·ions ....-the power -to' choose 

our governments, trial of crimes and of civil grievances in courts o:f 



justice; the free play of critici~ and of thoughtj consciences that 

are free from the state, free to worship and to practice religion as 

we choosej control of our personal lives--in ordinary times--by author

ities limited to certain accepted measures of universal education and 

defined policing, necessary to the proper protection and functioning 

of the state and of its people. About those basic assumptions there is 

but little dispute. Where once men fought bitterly against a religion 

being forced by the state on thos.e who would not have it, or to protect. 

" ~h~ir 'rights against star chamber, ~r to be re~:res.e~ted if they we~e 

. ' taxed; today the conflict is ov~ p.ther. ~,uncticns .pf a deQocracy.· . 
"., . .. . 

Arld this¥ change, I tak~. it,'· is inhei~rit: in. the es.s·~:ce of .. ' 

For if that ess'encs .i~· ~'tiiUateiy 'root'ed in' a positiv'e ·de-· .. ·
:;. '. : ......

":~ mind for t~e best .of pos~i:bl.e ..1i-yeSj it the democratip urge ,springs. from.
~. ,'.' ": .-' ....... '~ ':. "": .... .'~.' - .- >".;.: ..... - ~.;,

: '. the insistence on life as an end in itself', as.. cipp-osed. to' 'the nega~iqn .... "

,,'~' ~PliCi~ In state:worship~ then ..·c~g~· 'i~' the:: b;~ath of ;[ts: no~'~r~'5, f~r"'
cannot be !D-echanistic,: but must move "and" 

: '. grow in order to endure at all. . ;.:" .

The law of democracy also must· be .the· law' of toler~ce.·'-: In ".

the long rim y~~ either iive nei-t· to the' fellow' w~;·~d..ts~€;re~s' with' Y9U:.

and le·t him live'- or you kill h.im... 


difference'which perhaps essentially. separates the democratic way of 


i!fe from the Nazi way of life J we might conclude that ours is to live 


and let live, while the Nazis force their way of life on others, and if 


they do not conform, the Nazis kill. They believe in living, but not 


in ietting others live. 


Tolerance is therefore a point of view, which when translated 



to the practical level of an everyday life becomes tne pl1ilosophy of 

compromise. For if we posit our democracy on the: value of competition 

and on the health of conflicting ideas, we necessarily must compromise 

in order to r~ain an organic whole, unless some~ne;sits on top with a 

club &ld hits us on the head when we do not conform~ when we talk back; 

and this is precisely what w~ dislike about the .Nazi rule, because our 

experience, the entire experience of the world, has tended t.o show that 

when a people sets up a political all highest, with unlimited authority 

to'run their show for them, the all highest soon·becomes a rapacious 

thing, with ambitions of thuggery unfortunately not limited to his own 

corner of the earth. 

'Compromise J then, becomes the basic way of democracy. The 

word has., I knOW,. an ugly sound, connoting a negative attitude, as if 

courage were gone and the practical politician changed places with' the ; 

man who was ready to die for his .idea. But I mean it in the sense· of 

give and take, as I have indicated; and of the two I am. usually in

clined to prefer the practical politician to a Savonar~la~ .0£ course 

'it depends a good deal on the idea for which you. may be reaqy to die. 

I have suggested that the development of .democracy, of the 

history of the race if you like, saw once bitterly' contested ideas. 

gradually take their pla.ce in the aocepted creed. of the people moving 

from the level. of revolution to. the hal.f forgotten habit of the aocepted. 

,Univ.ersal suffrage for us has subs.tantially experienced that change'. 

Today we are in ess.ence a political democracy... W.ith a few striking 

exceptions .the gr-owth of 'democracy is. no longer now on: the political, 

but on the industrial level.. The problems which challenge us are 



problems of capital ~ld labor; of the irlciden~e ru1d .distribution of 

taxation; of the vitality of little business in a.world of vast 

enterprise; of the protection of accepted and appropriate business 

profits based on an economic system which has not thus far proved 

capable of preventing scarcity where abundance is needed; of the new 

idea--an idea still in its 'teen$, that we need not have the poor 

always with us" and that the probler:n is. ecolfomic rather than moral; 

that the st.ate should be concerned first and foremost with the problem 

of unemployment, .and tha.t no state can or should endure which is not 

s.o "concerned;" an4 that freedcm ~rom.· wan~ is, as FS'cious as th~:' freedom. 
, .' -... ' . , .' ..: :.. . ." . ", . . ..
. ~o say who shall govern us which the American Revolution was fought 

. to 'achieve.' 

,.. . '. 'Th~ 'last ,wa;.' suggested but, d~d not convince us' ,that.: d~oritacy 

. ,,- -could not 1?e, isolated~ ". only a' few mot:lths ag~:" that was a b~ning' q~es': .

. tion.. as it had. not, been. since ,the ~ea€Ne -of Nations wa..s:debated. across 

:: ", 'the' land'and f'~n~lY' defeatecL.':, Perh~ps= th~ 'd~feat' ~ame chie'flY) frozi. th~.
but· I am:.tempted .

"', to' thinkJ: ~h.~~e~er. their in.fl~encei may have ~been', . that' it worked in a' 

largely', symp'~thetic -'political clima:te whic'h :h~d came down to: us' fr'oo . 
: 

the old days of our beginnings;; when "entangling alliances II' touched the'

mind of a defenseless little country, big with this new experiment, 

actually isolated as it were by the will of Providence J and disdainful and 

distrustful of those ancient tyrants who se·erned to have corrupted all but 

this new world4 I do not think, that in an integrated world democracy 

can remain isolated. But the implications of such a conclusion are of 

vast significancej and the probla~s it raises, temporarily in abeyance 



in the unity of the war, are not disposed of, and will face us with new 

insistence when the peace comes. 

I have suggested that a democratic philosophy largely op,erates 

~hrough compromise. This is particularly true with us where differ~nces 

of race and nationality have not been melted b.Y the years into as yet

strikingly national characteristics. More than other nations we are a 

nation of minorities. In religion no single group forms a unified 

majority. The great Negro population--rougbly a tenth of our entire 

people--presents difficult problems that must be ,solved if we are true 

to our inheritance, and the ring of our words has any honest "reality" 

Is it a wonder that often 'they are bitter, when, as recently in Detroit, 

they w,e denied their lawful rights to occ~py houses ~ui1t for them by the 

government? And here at least ·there is no ground for ultimate compro

mis'e for those who take their democracy s.eriously, ',and who insist that 

this greatly underprivileged group is given a more equal opportunity 

to share with the rest of us in the fruits of a democracy that includes 

us all. 

There are spheres, then, wherein compromise becomes in

tolerable,; bec'ames impos,sible, where abandonment of some basic. conception 

tends to make insincere the whole program., and makes the preac~ent o~ 

the democratic faith nothing but, an ex~ression ~f hypoc~isy t~ th:~ 

ears of those who came within the exception~ No democracy can. end~e 



without translation of faith into action. As with othel" or.-game entities 

democracy comes to be known by its works. The distrust of p~xts of the 

British Empire, for its rulers grew from the f~.lure of the government to 

translate into practice the doctrine of self-government and now, When a 

federation of nations is being actually achieved within the British Empire, 

and despite increasing awareness of the problem by British Officials, here 

and there distrust, bred of the past, hampers' the present. With us I have" '. 

instanced the Negro problem. Only those blind to realities would ina~~t . '. :.. 

that this can be solved oyernight, or except through the evolution of , . ' 

good will translated into good action. But at least pubiic officials eM' ,'. 

insist that wherever the opporttL¥lity is offered, justice' shall be diBperse·~

for all alike, opportunities kept open, and ~he power of g6Ve~riment held'· ' ...r. 

steadily behind the ideals of goverrnnent. 

I have suggested to you that democra~~ is, a. gr~wi~' ~,oc~'ss, ~ .:. '. "-'.. 
and that today it is operating on an industrial level, applY:ing its ~ : 

'.' processes to such immediate tasks as the elimination"of unemployment and 

the assurance of large scale production. In facing the, post-war prob~e~ . ! 

it will be necessary, in order to prevent the collapse o! our system) 

cbanged overnight from a war to a peace basis, to act aggressively and 

with speed during the period of readjustment. We insist on this kind of 

action in warj and the first months of peace will present problems no 

less difficult and no less immediate than those that faced us in the first 

days of war. In this ~dr we have had to arm with the greatest speed in 

order to meet the challenge of a foe whose chief advantage was that he 

had been longer prepa~·ing. In the sudden peace" we shall have to act wi th 



swift effectiveness to prevent a collapse, following, perhaps, a short 

post-war boom. The situation \~l be somewhat analagous to the dark

days of 1933, when the baa~s were folding up. The ~overnment could and 

did act quickly and effectively. The government can and will act in the 

same way when the time comes. 

The Congress is evidently aware of the immediate needs of the 

post war period, for the War Powers Acts, giving verj· great powers to the 

President in the war emergency, extend some of these powers for six months 

after the termination of the war. 

I do not mean tOe. imply that government is the only way in which 

a free people can exercise its authority, or that putting great powers 

in government does not involve taking great risks. Public needs can be 

furthered in many other ways. A striking example is the use of co-opera

t1ves, so effectively employed by the Scandinavian countries before the 

war, and not developed in our country to anything like their possibili~ies • 

And we should remember, as I think we have realized during this war that 

as long as the people keep the ulUmate control in their hands, as long 

as free elections and free courts endure, the p~ople can not only give 

their government powers to function effectively, but will insist that 

these po~rs be used for the active good of the community. 

Just as the democratic growth changes in emphasis or direction, 

as new problems arise, our conception of the scope of government follows 

these changes. Our original conception was greatly influenced by a 

reaction against the tyranny vvh1c~ we had shaken clear. Government had 

become the symbol of that tyranny, for the history of the struggle for 

freedom had largely been a history of resistance to government oppression. 



The checks and balances and division of powers in our Constitution were 

the national expr~ssicn of th~t dist~us~. In a small population, mainly 

agric~utura+J scattered~ homogeneous,.when life was largely bounded by 

the immediate and simple i,nterests o~ the local community-" there was no 

need for the strength of a government tnat later was.rtecessary to deal 

with the vast industri~ ,:problems ·.o.f· the.. .nation. As' ,the nation grew, 

and the country became indus:trialized, the conception-'of a government 

whose ro:}..e was largely ~egative changeo. to the conception'that government 

must actively interest itself in the welfare of the citizen. I -Free 

universal ,ed~ction.was the first expression of this change., Social 

leg~slation in the last deca~e has been its most .recent example. 

The ancient confliot of authority and liberty therefore ia as 

acute as ever. I have dwelt on the probl~m on the political and govern

mental level. But ultimately the amount of. authority that a government 

finds it necessary to .exercise depends to "no small extent on the dis-' 

cipline of the people themselves. In a.demoqra9Y torce cannot be imposed 

on an unwilling people in the long ~n; and no law can be enf~rced against 

- the tide of popular approval. The more disciplined is the' individual, 

the more civic minded ~d civically unselfish, the less need i~ there for 

government controls. Th~ state, to function hwman~ly, must be continUally 

enriched by the individual citizen, not merely '~he office holder but the 

community le,ader ~"'ose leadership raises the com..l1lunity thinking to the 

needs of the nation. . 

TItLs is true of every vital organism. The man after whom this 

colle ge 'was named, Jean Baptiste de L~ Salle, was such a leader-It He ca.n1e 

from a stock which had provided r~a~e and Spain with statesmen, 



diplomats, explorers. He turned from the quiet of a rectory to the tough 

considerations of elementary education, particularly among the poor who 

were without it.. He instituted the method, revolutionary three hundred 

years a.go, of gr'Oup teaching as opposed to what amounted to the current 

praetice of priva'te'coaching. He realized and insisted tha.t teaching was 

. a profession, and that to teach adequately teachers themselves must be 

taught. A priest of the Church, he knew and loved Latin, but could see no 

wisdom in teaching a French boy Latin 50 that he might subsequently learn 

French and arithmetic. He was a great pioneer, and you particularly,and 

the world at large, owe him a debt of gratitude that is not forgotten~ 

Democracy can never be static. Either it will move forward, as 

it has for the last 150 years; or it will be smothered under the tyra~ 

of those who hate its strength and its aims, as for the past few years it 

has ruthlea·sly been suppressed among those people where the Nazis had theil;' 

will. After the war the test of this growth will be the ability of the 

great democratic cotu~tries to produce and distribute on a consmners' scale, 

to meet the people's needs, no longer limited by the theory of a scarcity 

economy_ The more production the more work. Fortune quotes a college boy 

as saying: flI don't mind fighting if it is necessa..-y.. But I don't want to 

spend two or three years in the Army and then come out only to be told by 

an aged idiot that I cantt have a job until the budget is balanced.

Recently the Vice President, speaking at a dinner of the Free 

World Association in New York vv.ith splendid eloquence, yet very simply, 

said this: "Yes, and when the time of peace comes, the citizen will again 

have a duty, the supreme duty of sacrificing the lesser interest for the 

http:balanced.1t


greater interest of the general welfare. Those who v~ite the peace 

lUUSt t:1ink of the whole world. There can be no pri-v"'ileged peoples. 

We ourselves in the United .states are no more a master race than the 

Nazis. p.nd we can not perpetuate economic warfare without planting 

the seeds of ~~itary warfare. We must use our power at the peace 

table to build an economic peace that is just, charitable and enduring." 


